Once a generation, two children are born whose destiny it is to share the wisdom of Dragons with Mankind. Bridget and Kai were both born with a star-shaped birthmark, and find themselves in Dragonsreach caring for a nest of Royal Dragon Eggs.

There is talk of a Prophecy where Dragons rule the skies and Mankind's faith in Magic is restored, but when disaster strikes the dragon eggs are lost and the children are separated. The outlook is bleak.

Only if Bridget and Kai can meet again, the dragon eggs found and the Iron Queen defeated – can the prophecy be fulfilled.
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“I was really impressed with this story as the pace and description of the action but mostly the characters kept those I read it to on edge of their seats could relate to the struggles of the Dragon Children as they came to terms with roles, and their own fears to overcome obstacles to protect the dragon eggs in charge. Each page seemed to be like a storyboard for a new film that CGI could a field day with. The way the author wrote about the dragon world but centred the present day was thought provoking. Each character leapt of the page engaged the reader and you wanted to know a bit more. If Hanna Byrnes lool the stars and followed her dream/destiny to write this book, her first book I be then she is on a winner. When I last checked the book was No 1 in kindle, so I might agree. I am not a professional reviewer, just a Father with a daugthe already loves the book.” Alfred Smith.
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